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Introduction
to the tutor, parents, caregiver or teacher

Year 4 Start Right English Workbook focuses on The New Zealand Curriculum English Level 
Two. Year 4 Start Right English Workbook is written for, and trialled by, Year 4 (8-year-old and 
9-year-old) students.

The New Zealand Curriculum English is structured around two interconnected strands, each 
encompassing the oral, written, and visual forms of the language:

Making meaning of ideas or information (Listening, Reading, and Viewing).•	

Creating meaning for themselves or others (Speaking, Writing, and Presenting).•	

The first two sections of Year 4 Start Right English Workbook reflect the two learning strands.

The last part of Year 4 Start Right English Workbook is the Language Tools section – essential learning 
for the two strands.

Section One Listening, Reading, and Viewing
In this section, students practise making meaning from ideas and from information that they receive.

Listening
The ability to listen well is a vital communication skill. Without careful listening, effective learning 
cannot take place. The listening exercises use examples from everyday life and also look at extending 
students’ study skills.

Reading
The reading exercises help students to understand the features of fiction, poetry, and plays. They also 
encourage a personal response to reading. Quality examples of texts by New Zealand authors are 
provided.

Viewing 
Viewing is about visual language – that is, understanding and interpreting what we see. It is important 
that students understand the messages in visual images, such as in maps and newspapers. This 
section provides examples of images that students meet every day, with exercises to help interpret 
such images.

Section Two Speaking, Writing, and Presenting
In this section, students practise creating meaning for themselves or for other people.

speaking
The ability to speak clearly is a vital communication skill. The speaking exercises use examples from 
everyday life, including questioning skills, and also look at extending students’ study skills.
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Favourite stories

People enjoy different kinds of stories and characters. A book 
review is a good way of telling other people about a book you 
have enjoyed.

Book reviews include:

•	 The writer’s name (and illustrator if there is one).

•	 What the story is about.

•	 The parts you liked or disliked, and why.

•	 Who else might enjoy reading it. 

Here’s a book review of Herbert: The Brave Sea Dog, by Robyn Belton.

This picture book is the true story of a small dog lost overboard in the 
Marlborough Sounds. Herbert survives more than 30 hours in the sea 
and becomes famous. The most amazing part is when Herbert is kept 
afloat by dolphins. Belton’s watercolour illustrations are excellent, 
especially in the storm scenes. Readers aged five to eight years will 
enjoy reading about this brave dog.

: Reviewing a bookExercise 18

Think of a book that you have enjoyed reading recently (or have had read 
aloud to you) and complete this review.

Title of book:   

Writer:   

Illustrator:   

What is the book about?   

What is your favourite part?   

What age group would most enjoy this book?   

Did you like or dislike this book? Why?   

  

AOI: Evaluates the… usefulness of texts with 
some confidence.
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Reading plays

A play is a written text that is brought to life by real people. A 
play can be read aloud and acted for an audience.

When reading a play in a book, there are instructions that explain what 
the characters have to do.

•	 Instructions tell the characters when to come and go on the stage, 
and what actions are needed. The instructions are not read aloud, 
and they are usually written in a sloping print called italics.

•	 The name of the character who is speaking is written in capital 
letters.

•	 The scene is where the play happens.
For example, here is the start of a play script called The Monster.

Who is speaking

Instructions

Where
the play
happens

.

Who is in the play

Scene: A castle with the MONSTER tied
to a table and trying to get free.

MONSTER: Help me somebody!

DR EVIL runs into the room.

DR EVIL: No one can save you now

Characters: MONSTER DR EVIL
KEN BARBIE

AOI: Shows an increasing knowledge of the 
conventions of text.
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Viewing

Visual language

You can see visual language all around you. The pictures on 
television, in picture books, on road signs and on computers are 
all visual language. 

Reading visual language can be fun. Read the examples below.

Visual language can be pictures on their own.

For example:

•	 Illustrations in children’s books.

•	 Photographs in a newspaper or magazine.

•	 Cartoons on television.

•	 The actions of characters in a movie.

Visual language can also be words and pictures together.

For example:

•	 A computer game.

•	 Comics in a newspaper.

•	 Advertisements on television.

•	 Road maps.

Words can be read, and it is also possible to read a picture.

In
this section of the book

you will see examples of how visual
language is used to give the reader
a message. The message might be a
story, a warning on a road sign, or

a diagram that explains
something.

AOI: Recognises an increasing range of text forms 
and differences between them.
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Advertisements

Advertisements (ads) in newspapers and magazines are trying 
to talk the reader into buying something or going somewhere. 
There are advertisements for cars, pets, houses, holidays, 
movies, clothes and food. If you want to sell something, you 
advertise it.

Advertisements attract the reader’s attention by using:

•	 Large lettering.

•	 Interesting pictures and language.

•	 Over-used words such as SALE! FREE! 

•	 Colour and white space.

I watch 
advertisements 

on TV too.

For example: Here’s an advertisement for balloons.

BUY ONE! GET ONE FREE! BE QUICK!

Simply blow them up and enjoy!

Only 20c each (air not included)

AAMM
AAZZIINNGG

PARTY BALLOONS !PARTY BALLOONS !
SPECIALOFFER!

: Writing an advertisementExercise 35

Write an advertisement for an exciting new movie about spiders. It could 
be a scary movie or a true story. Look at movie advertisements in a 
newspaper for ideas. Remember to include where and when the movie 
is on, the title of the movie and the names of the stars.

The purpose of your advertisement is to attract the viewer’s interest.

Use the box on the next page to create your advertisement.

AOI: Understands that texts are created from a 
particular point of view.
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Instructions

Instructions tell the reader how to do something or how to 
make something.

For example:

•	 How to play a game of netball.

•	 How to make a model car.

•	 How to make a hangi.

Netball RuleIf you have the ball,you may only moveone foot.

Netball RuleIf you have the ball,you may only moveone foot.

Instructions usually give the reader a list of 
things they need to do. The reader follows 
the instructions step by step.

Rules are a type of instruction that 
describe how to play a game or how 
to keep safe.

Rules
can also tell you
what not to do.

: Reading rulesExercise 24

Read these rules and answer the questions that follow.

Rules for Safe Cycling
1. Check your bike:

• Make sure your brakes are working.
• Pump up the tyres.
• Make sure it is well oiled and there are no loose parts.

Rules for Safe Cycling
1. Check your bike:

• Make sure your brakes are working.
• Pump up the tyres.
• Make sure the chain is well oiled and that there 

are no loose parts.

2. Check your helmet:
• It should fit firmly and not wobble.
• It should not be damaged.

3. When riding:
• Stay close to the left side of the road.
• Watch out for parked cars with people opening doors.
• Make hand signals when turning corners.

AOI: Constructs texts that demonstrate a growing awareness of audience 
and purpose through appropriate choice of content… and text form.
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Recounts

A recount tells the reader what has happened. It may be 
something that happened to the writer him- or herself.

For example:

•	 An overseas holiday.

•	 A journal written by an explorer.   

•	 An online item on Bookweek activities in Christchurch.

A recount can give details about the places visited, the times things 
happened, who was there and what they did and why they acted as they 
did.

whenwhere whatwho why

: Reading a recountExercise 28

Here is a recount of what Madhu Parbhu did on her visit to a village in India.

My sister and I are going to school. It is not like school in New Zealand.
Here we sit on the floor and write on slates. School starts at 11am and
finishes at 5pm, and there is school on Saturday morning as well. My
sister and I only stay until 2pm. We are learning our local Indian
language slowly.

The weather is very hot and
we have not had any rain since
we have been here. We have
made lots of friends in our village
who take us to fly kites, catch
butterflies and play cricket.

One day, last week, my
parents took us to town, which
is about 15 kilometres away. We
went by bus, as no one has a
private car here, only bikes or
scooters.

AOI: Forms and expresses… information with reasonable clarity, 
often drawing on personal experience and knowledge.
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: Using adjectives in writingExercise 39

Using adjectives in your writing will make your stories more interesting. 
If there were no adjectives, stories would be boring.

Read this story that has no adjectives.

Jack and the Wolf
A boy called Jack was walking in
a forest when he heard a sound.
He saw a wolf running towards
him, so he climbed a tree. The
wolf looked up at Jack with its
eyes and opened its mouth. Jack
could see the wolf’s teeth.
Suddenly the branch he was on
broke, and he fell onto the wolf’s
nose. The wolf ran off with a howl.

You can make this story more lively by describing things, such as the 
forest, the wolf and the tree.

Choose adjectives from the words below and write them in the spaces 
in the story. Use each word only once.

Adjectives

surprised painful dark huge tall sharp

bloodshot thin  dribbling soft brave growling

A  boy called Jack was walking in a  forest 
when he heard a  sound. He saw a  wolf 
running towards him, so he climbed a  tree. The wolf looked 
up at Jack with its  eyes and opened its  
mouth. Jack could see the wolf’s  teeth. Suddenly 
the  branch he was on broke, and he fell onto the 
wolf’s  nose. The  wolf ran off with 
a  howl.

AOI: Uses… written… language features to create 
meaning and effect.
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Verbs

A verb is a doing word. It tells you what someone or 
something is doing.

For example: run, jump, sing, dance, smile, growl and read are all 
verbs.

: Identifying verbsExercise 40

The following list of words is a mixture of verbs and nouns. Read through 
the list and tick the verbs only. Hint: ask yourself, “Is this something that 
people or things can do?” The first one is a verb, because water can boil.

 boil  eat  apple  play  bird  see

 shout  house  throw  think  sister  dream

 whisper  snake  freeze  skateboard  make  speak

✔

: Using verbs in writingExercise 41

Different things are done in different places. Complete these sentences 
with two verbs. The first one is done for you.

1. In the garden I  dig and  weed .

2. At school I  and .

3. In the swimming pool I  and .

4. In the kitchen I  and .

5. At my friend’s place I  and .

6. At the movies I  and .

AOI: Gains increasing control of text conventions, 
including some grammatical conventions.
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Finding words in the dictionary

A quick way to find words is to divide the alphabet into two 
halves.

ABCDEFGHIJKLM  Words beginning with these letters are found in 
the front half of a dictionary.

NOPQRSTUVWXYZ  Words beginning with these are found in the 
back half of a dictionary.

: Finding words quickly Exercise 58

Would you find these words in the front or the back of a dictionary? 
Write front half or back half after each word.

1. dinosaur   2. egg  

3. volcano    4. cave  

5. tyrannosaurus   6. prehistoric  

: Putting words in orderExercise 59

Look at the first letters of these words, then list them in alphabetical 
order. The first one is basketball, because the letter b comes nearest to 
the start of the alphabet.

 Words Alphabetical order
 soccer  basketball 

 basketball 

 tennis 

 running 

 netball 

 walking 

 caving 

 fishing 

AOI: Uses a range of strategies to self-monitor and 
self-correct spelling.
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Answers

Answers are not given for Exercises where student responses vary.

Section One Listening, Reading, and Viewing

Exercise 3: Taking a phone message (page 4)

 1. Biff.

 2. Spy Kids.

 3. 2.30 pm.

 4. Corner of Rimu St.

 5. Biff’s cellphone 274 111 222.

Exercise 7: Listen to a story (page 7)

 1. China.

 2. All things.

 3. Hammer and chisel.

 4. After 18 000 years.

 5. His blood.

Exercise 8: Identifying different kinds of story (page 10)

 2. folk-tale.

 3. fantasy.

 4. humorous story.

 5. adventure story.

Exercise 9: Looking closely at a setting (page 12)

 1. Plains, mountains, streams, larger rivers, bush, sea.

 2. It provides shelter, food, clothing.

 3. Covering or cloak.SAMPLE 
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Answers

Section Two Speaking, Writing, and Presenting

Exercise 3: The maze (page 45)

  Go up the path and turn left through the first gap you 
come to. Turn left again and go down, then turn through 
the first gap you come to next. Turn right and go up. Turn 
left, then go straight as far as you can then turn right and 
go up. Go along and turn up the next gap on the right. 
Keep following the path and you will come to the exit.

Exercise 10: Speaking politely (page 52)

  Did you go to the beach? Yes, we saw a whale.

  Who made that noise? I’m sorry, I did it.

  Have you got a pencil? No, I haven’t got one.

  Are you going home? Yes, see you tomorrow.

Exercise 16: Fact or opinion? (page 58)

Milk comes from cows Fact Opinion

Chocolate milk is yummy Fact Opinion

Big dogs are frightening Fact Opinion

Dogs have four legs Fact Opinion

Soccer is better than swimming Fact Opinion

There are 11 people in a soccer team Fact Opinion

Exercise 24: Reading rules (page 69)

 1. You may not be able to stop and you might hit something.

 2. It could fall off and you might hurt your head.

 3. To stay out of the flow of traffic.

 4. Someone might open a car door suddenly.

 5. Putting your hand out in the direction you are going to 
turn.
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